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No doubt, Paula Campbell is bringing new flavor to the music industry. Her talent is unparalleled, her

drive unquestioned. And her performances are a study in kinetic energy. Just listen to the album. 15 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: Born to sing. No phrase better

describes R&B vocalist Paula Campbell. From the way she thoroughly captivates her audience with sultry

vocals, or sets the party off with hot club anthems, Paula has all the makings of a star. Already her

professional resume reflects a number of exciting performances across the mid-Atlantic area and beyond.

"I want to touch people's lives when I sing," says the young entertainer. "When I sing, I want my audience

to feel what I'm feeling...and then some." A native of Baltimore, Maryland, Paula's career in music began

at a very early age. Despite little or no professional training during her formative years, she still

demonstrated unusual vocal ability as a child - often leading solo and choir performances at her family's

church. As the youngest of three children, Paula cut her teeth on vocals sung by Patti LaBelle, Whitney

Houston, Teena Marie, and Stephanie Mills. This aspiring entertainer performed cover tunes of her

favorite artists for relatives, neighbors, friends - and almost anyone else who sat still for more than a

minute. From there, she went on to headline school talent shows and local productions - honing her vocal

skills and waiting for her big chance to shine. With such multi-talented origins, the stage is set for Paula

Campbell to become the industry's hottest new artist. She's been featured in numerous concerts, new

music showcases and talent competitions in her hometown - winning the Baltimore SuperFest category

for Best Female Vocalist three years in a row! Most recently, Paula was one of the top eight finalists (out

of 300 contestants) in the "Baltimore Idol" competition - stunning audiences everywhere by consistently

demonstrating style, personality and grace under pressure. Her vibe is downright sexy, her manner's

engaging, and the sheer power in her voice is reminiscent of R&B divas long before her time. As Paula's
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music career continues to flourish, new doors have begun to open for this talented vocalist. Her song "Do

You" was featured on the Ford Soul Expedition music sampler - paving the way for her to open concerts

for legendary recording artists Al Green and Ann Nesby, and creating opportunities with newcomers Blu

Cantrell, Tamar Braxton and Ruff Endz. She's a favorite with many of the industry's top producers,

including Sisqo, Nokio, and Jazz (Dru Hill), Chauncey Black (BLACKstreet), Anthony Dent (Bad Boy),

Brice Wilson (Groove Theory), and countless others. One of her most successful indie projects, "How

Does It Feel," produced by Rod Lee, was the number one hit on Baltimore radio for nearly eight weeks

last summer. Now signed to BlakByrd Music, Paula Campbell is set to release her highly anticipated

debut, Who Got Next? The album - a seductive blend of mid-tempo tracks, lush ballads and hot club

bangers - has two singles currently climbing the charts. "Take You Home" and "You Make Me" are

burning up request lines at radio stations all across the mid-Atlantic. Label CEO Greg Baker says, "Paula

has the look, the talent and the drive to be the next big name in this business - sharing the spotlight with

young contemporaries like Ashanti, Alicia Keys, and even Beyonc. I'm excited about the opportunity to

work with her." No doubt, Paula Campbell is bringing new flavor to the music industry. Her talent is

unparalleled, her drive unquestioned. And her performances are a study in kinetic energy. Just listen to

the album. You too will be drawn to this incredible entertainer as she takes you on an extraordinary

musical journey. Sexy, sultry, smooth. And born to sing.
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